In a glass-metal-dielectric system, it is normally impossible to determine simultaneously the complex dielectric constant, the thickness of the metal, and the corresponding parameters of a dielectric overlayer.
Introduction
Attenuated total reflection (ATR) has been shown to be a powerful tool for optical characterization of metal surfaces. 1 The effect of a double interface 2 and the modification of surface electromagnetic waves by a thin layer 3 have also been studied with this technique.
The detection of the ATR signal may be photometric or ellipsometric 4 ; the experimental parameters obtained by this technique give enough information for the optical characterization of the active medium surface under study. 5 However, it is impossible to determine simultaneously the complex dielectric constant, the thickness of the metal, and the corresponding parameters of a dielectric overlayer. We propose here the use of the pseudo-Brewster or Abeles angle 6 as a source of extra information to characterize dielectric thin-film overcoatings and the metal surface parameters in a Kretschmann ATR configuration. We also study the limitations of ATR.
II. Theory
In the ATR technique the Abeles angle is an experimental parameter observed at angles below the critical angle 0, inside the prism and corresponds to zero reflection at the film-air interface for p polarization.
In the following discussion we use subscripts m andf for the metal and dielectric layers, respectively; subscripts g and 0 for the prism (glass) and the air properties, respectively; and p for p polarization.
Optical excitation by a prism coupler of the surface electromagnetic waves in metal surfaces and interfaces has been reviewed extensively. 7 In a classical experiment, a metal film is deposited upon the hypotenuse of a right-angle prism. This is called the Kretschmann configuration and can be seen in Fig. 1 . The sample is illuminated with collimated monochromatic p-polarized light, and its reflectivity Rp versus the angle of incidence is measured. There are three key angles in this kind of scan: the Brewster angle OB; the critical angle, defined by 0 = sin-1(eg)-1/2; and the angle at which the reflectivity shows a minimum, denoted min > 0,, where a resonance of electromagnetic waves with normal modes of surface electrons occurs in the metal.
The values of both min and Rp(Omin) depend on the metal thickness dm when the film is thin. For larger values of d, e.g., d > 50 nm for Ag, Omin may be invariant while Rp changes, as Fig. 2 shows. In any case, the resonance happens when the denominator of the Fresnel coefficient (1) at the active interface ij is zero, where the optical admittances Y at the interfaces between the metal and its adjacent medium are given by 8
The effect of a dielectric overlayer corresponds to a shift of the minimum of Rp and a broadening of the peak (Fig. 3) . From Ref. 3 we know that the broadening is given by Figure 3 As is stated in Ref. 6 , the Abeles angle is independent of thickness df, but, for practical reasons, since during a real deposition the thickness is usually controlled with an optical monitor by using the reflectance extrema, it is better to use quarter-wave thickness (QWT) df * nf = X 0 /4. When the overlayer is inhomogeneous or anisotropic, this method is no longer valid unless we deal with extremely thin layers or weak absorption. Xs X / terize the metal and its overlayer simultaneously can be seen more clearly by using the admittance diagrams 8 of the system. This concept is useful not only because of its graphic simplicity but also because it shows, at a glance, how the incident light is accepted by the system, i.e., by the substrate plus one or more layers, and how much of the energy is reflected.
In the following example we use a constant wave- The inspection is carried out under three different angles of incidence: a few degrees above and below OB and exactly at OB. Figure 4 shows the loci of the imaginary versus the real parts of the complex admittance of the glass-metal-dielectric-air system. Figure 4 requires a more detailed explanation: It is well known that the admittance diagram starts with , 5 10 15 the admittance of the exit medium (vacuum or air in 3I7.
. . into the stack, i.e., as the thickness of the stack is the overcoating layer on the resonance peak of increased from zero to its final value, the admittance .s. Notice the presence Of OB.
evolves from the starting point to an admittance value sents the width at half-height of the that accounts for both materials, the exit medium plus the wave vector in the dielectric film. the layer. This point becomes the starting point for ectance minimum is given by the next layer, and the procedure is repeated until the entering medium (the glass substrate, in the case of
internal reflection) is reached. This sequence, which equal to starts with the exit medium and ends with the entering medium, is also used in the recurrence equation algo-
rithm. 9 This relation is valid only for small thicknesses of the overlayer df << X.
It can be shown 8 that, if the admittance of the coated film is smaller than the admittance of the previous stack, the loci move downward in a clockwise circle. Re (Admittance) (b) 5.62 and On the other hand, if the film has a larger admittance than that of the already evaporated system, the loci move upward in a clockwise circle.
To explain how to get more information from Fig. 4 
IV. Results
Usually the admittance of nonabsorbent layers is a circle with its center on the real axis. In our case, every time we deposit a dielectric layer of thickness N (•24) times the QWT,10 we place a segment of the circle on the admittance diagram, proportional to one-twelfth of the QWT, as seen in Fig. 4 . The metal layer locus is then drawn, starting at the end point of the dielectric arc. Thus every segment of the circle followed by a curved line bent toward the metal bulk admittance represents an element of the sequence for a given angle of incidence 0; on each graph in Figs Note that the radius of curvature of the dielectric loci decreases as we approach the Abeles angle. In the limit when the admittance of the film and the stack are equal, the admittance locus is a single point. This happens precisely at OB. The limiting condition on the effective refractive index of the dielectric film in contact with the air, at p polarization, is nfeff = nf cos(O)f = 1, (7) which provides the exit angle to the air. The entrance angle to the system, via a glass prism, is calculated directly from the Snell invariant S = ng sin OB = nf sin Of, corresponding to the Abeles angle. This means that the electromagnetic wave does not notice any difference between the air and the overcoating layer because the air the layer have exactly the same admittance. The larger the difference between the admittance of the entrance medium and that of the system (substrate plus coated layers), the larger the radius of curvature of the resulting loci, resulting in a higher reflectance according to Eq. (1). In any case, at the dielectricmetal interface the metal admittance starts bending toward the bulk metal admittance. The final point depends on the layer thickness. At the Abeles angle, the dielectric layer behaves as an absentee layer, so we have the metal admittance directly from the air-substrate interface [ Fig. 4(b) ]. This behavior is also present in the phase variation 6p of the p-polarized light with the angle of incidence; see Fig. 5 . At OB there is no phase change, except for the one produced by the metal itself, and all the phase curves intersect at this angle for any thickness of the dielectric coating. Phase 6p is closely related to the optical properties of the metal film and is widely used in ellipsometry.
V. Applications
We have established the existence and supported the properties of the OB angle. Now we propose some applications of the ATR technique extended to angles below O, none of them requiring modifications to the conventional ATR setup, except, perhaps, in sample preparation. The samples may be coated upon a glass substrate, first the metal and then the dielectric layer, by using the same vacuum regime. A set of samples is required with different overcoating thicknesses, in particular one at XA/4, k,, being the monitoring wavelength.
Each sample is mounted upon the ATR; coupling the samples to the measurements is done by scanning the angle of incidence 15° below and -10° above the critical angle, for a given wavelength. The Abeles angle is found at the intersection of two or more reflectivity curves for different overcoating thicknesses. The best condition for the localization of the angle is when the optical thickness of one of the layers is XJ4 and the others are somewhat different. This parameter, plus the position of the resonance peak, its halfheight bandwidth, and the reflectance at that point, is sufficient to characterize both the metal and the dielectric overcoating.
An important aspect of this configuration is the fact that the dielectric film works as a protection against chemical reaction of the metal with the ambient. Copper, for example, oxidizes quickly even in high vacuum; this effect may be reduced if, immediately after the Cu film is evaporated, the dielectric overlayer is deposited. This procedure permits simultaneous optical characterization of the metal and the dielectric films with negligible modification of the metal surface. The sensitivity of the method can be evidenced from the following example. Using an algorithm' to determine the roots of a system of nonlinear equations, we calculate the position of OB for a thin metal film (Ag) at one wavelength in the visible and an hypothetical overlayer with variable thickness and low absorption. When the absorption coefficient is varied to cover the variation range of the imaginary part of the refractive index of the overlayer, considered an adsorbate, O is no longer located at a single point; it is now in a neighborhood. We determine the validity of the Abeles method by fixing a tolerance of in the localization of OB while varying the thickness and the absorption coefficient. The results obtained for a 55 nm-thick Ag film ( = 0.131 + i3.88) at X = 619.9 nm (Ref. 10 ) with a hypothetical overlayer, nf = 2.38 + ia, a < 0.05, and variable thickness are shown in Table I .
VI. Conclusions
A simple method for optical characterization of a metal overcoated with a dielectric layer is proposed. The simultaneous determination of the optical properties of both materials is advised for metals that deteriorate rapidly when exposed to the room ambient. An elegant support of the technique is presented by means of an admittance diagram. The overcoating locus is a circle whose radius and direction depend on the refractive index of the dielectric and the angle of incidence. At exactly OB, the radius of the circle becomes zero, and, in addition, there is no phase change.
Some applications are sketched, and the tolerances of the method are illustrated with an example.
